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   It is the perfect mix of entertainment, education and motivation. Hands 
down, the best lecture we have had all year. 

 
- Tim Fraser (Entertainment Programmer, Fanshawe Student Union)

   Shaun Boothe provided one of the most engaging and energetic key notes 
to have ever graced the atrium of Goodes Hall at Queen’s University. 

- Richard Baugh (Vice President, Speakers. 2014 Queen’s School of Business Innovation Summit)

   His performance was very informative and refreshing. Shaun made sure to 
have everyone’s attention and hold it throughout the entire performance. 

- Carrigan Desjardins (Vice President Student Life Saint Mary’s University Students’ Association)

  I recently booked Shaun to be the keynote speaker at our 5th Annual TDSB 
Stand Up Conference. Shaun was not only our youngest but possibly one of 
our best keynotes we’ve had to date. The way he mixed his strong message 
of character and education with the performance of his incredible Biography 
Series videos had the whole audience captivated — students and adults 
alike. His musical performance consists of historical content, based on a 
literacy approach that will engage youth. 

- Gary Crossdale (TDSB Administrator, Caring and Safe Schools)

  I would highly recommend Shaun as a guest speaker to challenge and 
empower our youth to be responsible and caring individuals. 

- Joan Tschernow (Cardinal Newman Catholic High School, Principal)

  Shaun brings a refreshing new light to older topics that the students really 
appreciate and more importantly can relate to. I personally recommend the 
Biography Series as it is a unique, refreshing and important approach to 
teaching students about influential and historically significant figures in our 
modern day lives. 

- Eric Johnson (Peel Alternative School South, Teacher)

  The imagery and descriptions illustrated by Mr. Boothe’s lyrical ability not 
only captures the attention of the audience, but it stirs the creativity in the 
minds of young children. 

- Sultan Rana (Donald Cousens Public School, teacher)
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  Shaun’s ideas about identity and multiculturalism certainly made impressions 
on my students, and many actually went as far as to cite him in their final 
exam essays. I have tried time and again to get my students to consider the 
value of historical knowledge and interest beyond simply writing historical 
essays. Shaun’s videos presented this idea better than I ever could have. 

- Jason Hawkins (Crestwood Preparatory College, History, Geography, World Religions and Classic Civilizations teacher)

  To me, this seems to follow in Shaun’s messages of empowerment and 
also arming our vulnerable young communities with the knowledge of 
the great leaders who have come before them and the struggles they 
have gone through. Which of course is necessary in order to have a clear 
understanding of where you are headed. What is so critical about the 
work that Shaun is doing is that the information he is sharing is couched 
in a relevant form of media that young people are not only open to, but 
searching for. 

- Gavin Sheppard (The Remix Project, Executive Director)

  Shaun does a brilliant job of illustrating stories through his music, which 
is suitable for audiences of all ages. Shaun’s show is packed with high 
enthusiasm and passion and he does an incredible job of educating his 
audience through his creative story telling. The visuals used during his 
performance are a perfect complement to his stories. 

- Neil Cumberbatch (Senior Coordinator, Events & Marketing – Student Association of George Brown College)

  Knowing his level of success and popularity as a recording artist/entertainer 
here in Canada, I had full confidence that Shaun would be a great musical 
entertainer and more importantly, a motivational speaker for my students. 
However, what impressed me even more was the substance and power of 
his words when the music was not playing. His presentation was truly one 
of a kind and something my students still talk about to this day. I would 
recommend Shaun Boothe to any school or organization that involves 
engaging the youth of today, as his talents, story and passion make him a 
true inspiration. 

- Rachael Chen, (Blessed Cardinal Newman C.S.S, Teacher)
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  Our school absolutely loved Shaun and we are grades 4-9. Our kids 
and staff were in awe of the presentation and it could be by far the best 
presenter we’ve ever had. The presentation rated beyond what we could 
have hoped for! He touched our hearts and inspired many kids/staff. 

- Mandi Connolley (Captain Nichola Coddard Junior High, Calgary, AB)

  I just wanted to email back how much we enjoyed Shaun’s performance 
& thought it was entirely suitable for our Gr. 5-9 students. Shaun was very 
personable, professional & taught our students a great deal of valuable 
lessons. We are definitely interested in having him back at our school in 
about 3 years, so he can have the same impact on our future students. 

- Tanya Griffith (Balmoral Junior High, Calgary, AB)

  One of our top 5 presentations we’ve ever had. The most effective part was 
that it was a hip hop presentation with a good mix of music and message. 

- Brian Sawchuk (St. Joseph Catholic High School, Grande Prairie, AB)

  Although we were familiar with the leaders you sang about (Martin Luther 
King Jr., Barack Obama, Terry Fox, Muhammad Ali, Bob Marley), your 
approach to their lives was so unique and refreshing that we learned a 
great deal more than any class or documentary could teach us in the 
same amount of time. You made each of their stories come to life and you 
perfectly illustrated how every one of them was a leader while highlighting 
the same traits that we can personally find within ourselves. 

- Melissa MacIntyre (History Department Head & D.A.R.E. Leadership Advisor, Banting S.S. London, ON)
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